GYPSY WIND

G GM7 G6 G G7s C+D G G
OOH OOH OOH OOH OOH

D7 D7s D7 D7 D7s D7
I STILL RECALL THE PLACE WHEN I FIRST FELT YOUR GYPSY WIND
G GM7 G6 G D7 D7s D7
PLAYING ON MY FACE. THAT SUMMER'S LONG SINCE GONE
D7 D7s-D7 G, GM7, G6, G
BUT GYPSY WINDS HAVE WAYS OF STAYING ON

D7 D7s D7 D7 D7s D7
VOICES FROM OUR PAST STILL INSIST ON ARGUING THAT
G GM7 G6 G D7 D7s D7
LOVE WILL NEVER LAST AND THOUGH OUR HEARTS MAY TURN
D7 D7s D7 G GM7 G6 G6
IT'S ONLY WHEN YOU LISTEN THAT YOU LEARN
G7s G7s G7s G7s G7s
AND I WONDER AT THE WAYS THE STRANDS OF LOVE MEANDER THROUGH OUR
C C C C C
CLOSE AND DISTANT DAYS.
G7s G7s G7s
THE BLOOD OF PASSION PLAYS, BURNS OUR THIRSTY SOULS
G7s C C G/B Am7 Am7
AND CHASES REASON FAR AWAY FAR AWAY
D7 D7s D7 D7 D7
AND STILL YOUR GYPSY WIND WILL SOOTHE MY SOUL
D7s D7 G GM7 G6 G G7s C+D G G
AND CALL ME BACK AGAIN

D7 D7s D7 D7 D7s D7
GROWING WISE WITH AGE WE COME TO SEE THE PRINTING THROUGH
G GM7 G6 G D7 D7s D7
THE PICTURES ON THE PAGE THOUGH SOMETHING'S ALWAYS LOST
D7 D7s D7 G GM7 G6 G6
THE GAIN IS ALWAYS TEMPERED BY THE COST
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C C C C C
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G7s G7s G7s
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D7 D7s D7 D7 D7
AND STILL YOUR GYPSY WIND WILL SOOTHE MY SOUL
D7s D7 G GM7 G6 G G7s C+D G G
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D7 D7s D7 D7
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D7s D7 G GM7 G6 G G7s C+D G G
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